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Constructed Order with Devine Purpose 

Miracles.  Often times used to describe an unexpected positive turn of events. Or perhaps, a reference of 

afterthought, following a life-altering experience. Moreover, a miracle can commonly refer to the physical 

representation or the Devine Reward, in the showing of complete trust and confidence in the absence of 

proof. We are all miracles to someone, for something, and from direct and personal experience. It is 

empowering to acknowledge the purpose for experiencing and understanding the miracle that we each are. 

Mark Bigelow, also known as “Miracle Mark” is a walking miracle.  In 2005, Mark had fallen victim to an 

unexpected brutal attack, where he was bludgeoned and beaten severely and left for dead. In what seemed 

to be a hopeless ordeal, doomed for fatality, Mark endured a series of 10 operations, which included 

complete facial reconstruction and was left in a vegetative state for 3 months, as friends and family of the 

successful owner of a local construction firm, awaited anxiously preparing for the possible, yet praying for 

what doctors described as the impossible.  

Positive Turn of Events 

After lying comatose for three and a half weeks, during a routine visit from his brother, Mark had awoken 

out of the coma and began to speak. The gracefully dubbed Medical Miracle had to begin a slow and painful 

journey to recovery. With the accident, Mark had developed mental injuries as well; with the mental 

capacity of an eight year old and a completely erased long-term memory, Mark had to rediscover how to 

mentally and physically function in life all over again.  

After a period of a year and six months of recovery and exercising immeasurable patience, Mark was by 

complete medical astonishment, released to go home and resume life as it were, prior to that fateful night. 

Marks’ sense of normalcy was unaffected, because he had no recollection of his life or even his daughter 

Tori, which he relied on the memory of family and friends to illustrate his life journey for him. “Life is 

short; there is no warning for what may come.” Mark  

Devine Reward 

In the presence of things unseen, Mark was revealed his purpose. As a successful entrepreneur in 

Construction and in the Home Improvement Business, with 25 years of experience, Mark is by design, a 

professional connoisseur of custom home renovations and construction projects. With the adversity of the 

loss of his memory, one critical aspect of his life was spared, his knowledge and thorough know-how of 

everything construction related.  With this maintained independence, Mark was able to once again, exercise 

his passion and go back to work.  

Inspired to relocate to Georgia to reestablish his life and role as father to his daughter, Mark brought along 

with him his seasoned years of experience to embark on a new professional journey. Real Estate. 



Acknowledging that there is no mistake or coincidence in his knowledge of construction had been his only 

unaffected memory, Mark grew compelled to live his purpose. After attaining Real Estate Licensure, Mark 

continued his professional journey and acquired reputable professional designations such as: Member of 

both National and Georgia Association of Realtors, First Multiple Listing Service Member, and Georgia 

Multiple Listing Service Member. 

Currently, Mark Bigelow holds his license as a REALTOR® with Prudential Georgia Realty in Marietta, 

Georgia. He is most often recognized by his infectious laugh and is commonly known to have a great 

personality, humbled and full of life. As a Real Estate professional, Mark goes above and beyond for his 

clientele and incorporates his prior experience in construction to better assist all of his clients. As a skilled 

negotiator, business oriented and keen eye, Mark ensures his best interest in his clients with honesty and 

integrity.  

With a new lease on life, Mark “Miracle Mark” Bigelow is committed to the success of each Real Estate 

transaction and Looking Beyond the Foundation to Construct the Best Laid Plans.  

Visit www.miraclemarkb.com to experience your miracle today! 

http://www.miraclemarkb.com/

